PRESS RELEASE

PAINTING FORWARD
Stefanie Brehm, Mahmut Celayir, Hildegard Elma, Jaime Gajardo, Lukas Glinkowski,
Sabrina Haunsperg, Yury Kharchenko and Antje Zeiher
October 26 until December 17, 2016
„Painting forward“ at Galerie Judith Andreae displays picturesque positions, which illuminate
and affect current as well as everlasting topics in their very own language.
Whether it may be an unusal choice of material or technique, current political reference or
the reinterpretation of something already existing – the displayed works focus forward.
Lukas Glinkowski (Poland, *1984) frequently takes the subway in Berlin and banishes these
impressions on tiled wall works. Stefanie Brehm (Germany, *1980) only „paints“ with
Polyurethane and glues the hardened works on the wall. In addition she bakes clay-pillars in
different heights, sprays them and places them in a room like human beings. Jaime Gajardo
(Chile, *1979) selects a very unconventional color range for his landscape paintings.
Sabrina Haunsperg (Austria, *1980) primes her canvasses according to old formulas, in
order to apply, pour and spray bright aluminium- and neon pigments.
While the kurdish artist Mahmut Celayir (Turkey, *1951) processes the political situation of
Turkey in his paintings, Hildegard Elma (Germany, *1948) has always only painted brush
lines in three different color shades on her canvasses.
The young painter Yury Kharchenko (Russia, *1986) reflects his jewish and russian roots in
his works. Antje Zeiher (Germany, *1979) abducts the viewer of her abstract works into
visual spaces, which rise from her thoughts, however clearly refer back to the current image
of our environment and surrounding.
„Painting forward“ shows subjectly selected, what painting is capable of expressing.

OPENING: Sunday, October 23, 2016 12 am – 5 pm
RUNTIME: October 26 until December 17, 2016
Galerie Judith Andreae participates at ART.FAIR 2016 in Cologne.
Works of four artists of Akademie der
Bildende Künste Munich will be presented: Ivan Baschang, Stefanie Brehm,
Jaime Gajardo and Antje Zeiher.
October 27-30, 2016, koelnmesse Hall 1 and 2, Booth 102
VERNISSAGE: 26.10.2016 from 5pm

